outdoor dining area with magnificent view

De Wet 34
Cape Town, South Africa
Architect: SAOTA –
Stefan Antoni Olmesdahl Truen
Architects
Year of completion: 2012
Gross floor area: 1,057 m2
Materials used: concrete, steel,
glass, dark gray shale stone,
American redwood,
granite

Raw, primal, ancient, timeless, mystical: inspired by these

soft edge lend the interior spaces a timeless quality. The

words, SAOTA created this superb dwelling in the heart

astounding views create drama at every turn as you move

of Bantry Bay. The modest street façade in dark gray

through the house on an emotional and sensorial journey.

shale stone and sustainable American redwood belies the Subtly organic décor and locally crafted pieces persontreasures beyond. Imposing granite stepping-stones lead

alize the simple interior and generate an ambiance of

through a mystic sculpture courtyard lush with fever trees serenity. Comfort and relaxation are never far away in this
and cycads. Neo Sardo granite floors with a hand-hewn

beautiful home.

from above to below: lounge area, garden
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from above to below, from left to right: first floor plan, staircase
with skylight, view from entrance, entrance area
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from left to right, from above to below: master bedroom,
bathroom, dining area
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from left to right, from above to below: atrium with skylight,
lounge at night, garden at night with fireplace, section
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from above to below, from left to right: terrace with pool,
study, private gallery
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view from the street

Pentagon
Cape Town, South Africa
Architect: SAOTA –
Stefan Antoni Olmesdahl Truen
Architects
Year of completion: 2011
Gross floor area: 1,624 m2
Materials used: concrete, steel,
glass, aluminum, Rheinzink,
dark gray and white paint, walnut veneer, granite, mirror

A dramatic, triple-volume gallery-like space welcomes the interior décor, natural and subtly organic. The furniture
visitor into the residence. The drama unfolds in the living

and lighting are predominantly selected from the OKHA

space on the second upper level, which enjoys mag-

product range, made locally by skilled artisans with locally

nificent 270-degree views. An emotional and sensorial

sourced materials. The bold, dark external color allows

journey through the house provides excitement at every

the structure to visually recede into the mountainous

turn, from fabulous views to shifting interior moods. Clean, backdrop, while inviting the curious passerby to take a
geometric lines co-exist harmoniously with soft, intimate

closer look.

double-height living/lounge area
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from above to below, from left to right: first floor plan, staircase,
art on upper floor, dining area on first floor
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from above to below: lounge with view towards terrace and
sea, interior living area extends seamlessly to the terrace
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from above to below: master bedroom above living area, section
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from above to below, from left to right: living area with view
to terrace, double-height space, lounge area
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